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About Alphabet Activities
     

  Alphabet Activities is a collection of activities for K-1 students to learn the letters 

and sounds, to practice printing, and to draw and color objects beginning with the 

letter.  The illustrations given for each letter are characters featured in  �Alphabet 

Action Songs�.

For each letter, the following activities are given:

1.  Highlight, trace and count the letter.

2.  Practice printing the letter.

3.  Draw 2 objects that begin with the letter.

4.  How to draw.  These lessons begin on page 57.

How to use this book:

Before using this book, you should practice each letter individually.  For 

example....

* Brainstorm for words that start with the letter you are studying and list on chart 

paper.  If possible, illustrate each word with a small picture.

*  Refer to larger letter cards and demonstrate letter formation on the board.

*  Once children have learned several letters, you can then practice printing simple 

words with a short vowel in the middle of the word.  We like to use the small individual 

chalkboards for this exercise.  It is recommended to begin with the vowel a - for 

example:

    Ss

* snow

* song

* snake

* spider

* sun

* star

m a t b a t
h a m P a m Or

m a t
h a t
h a m
P a m
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Aa

A  A A  A  _____

a  a   a  a  a  _____
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Cc
Cool  Cat   creeps,   crawls 

and catches crabs.

Cool  Cat   creeps,   crawls 

and catches crabs.

How many? Cc _
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Jj
Jumping jackrabbit 

jumps     higher    than    a     jet.

Jumping jackrabbit 

jumps    higher    than    a     jet.

How many? Jj _
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Jj

J  J    J  J  J ____

j_ j_ j _ j_____ 
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How to Draw
These exercises are intended not only to teach children the steps in drawing a simple figure or face, but how to 
listen to directions.  Demonstrate on an overhead or on the board as you go through the steps.  You could make 
an overhead of the instruction page and uncover the drawings one at a  time.

1.  First draw a line like       2. now add the bottom     3. make the top of his           4.  now add 2 eyes               5.  give him some   
 this.  This is the tip of his      of his mouth                       head and neck                                                                             sharp pointy teeth
mouth.

A - alligator head

B - bear face

1.  draw a line like this      2.  draw one ear      3.  draw his other ear       4.  make him a nose    5. make him sunglasses   6. make a smile

C - Cool Cat

1.  draw a circle for his face                     2.   add 2 cat ears and a nose                               3.  give him cool sunglasses and a smile

D - drum

1.  draw the top of the drum       2.  make the sides           3. draw the bottom                       4.  make some lines                   5. draw some
          of the drum                       of the drum                                      on the sides of the drum           drumsticks

E - elephant

1.  draw the trunk       2.  draw the top and        3.  add one big ear            4. add a little ear                      5.  make an eye               6.  draw his nose
        bottom of the head                                                     on the other side                                                          at the end of his trunk
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F - flying fish

1.  draw the body of the fish                   2.  add some wings                          3.  erase the lines                          4.  decorate the fish how you wish

1.  draw a line like this      2.  now make his       3. draw the back           4. draw his ear.          5.  make him                       6. give him a frown
  for the front of his face  forehead                  of his head                                                       grumpy looking eyes

G - gorilla

1.  draw the front       2.  draw the top             3.  draw the bottom           4. give her 2 little            5.  give her 2                   6.  draw her 2 nostrils         
      of the face                   of the head                      her mouth                            eyes                                       little ears

H - hippo

1.  draw the inchworm�s bumpy body                         2.  now draw his head                                 3.  give him 2 eyes and a mouth

I - inchworm

1.  draw a circle for          2. make a long              3.  make his other           4.  give him a nose                  5. give him 2 eyes            6. make a smile
       a head                                bunny ear                         bunny ear

J - jackrabbit
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